What is NuCalm?
NuCalm is a safe, proven system that
quickly relaxes you without using
narcotics or controlled substances.
NuCalm naturally brings your body to
the first stage of sleep. You will feel the
same way you feel just as you are
about to fall asleep. The amazing thing
is, you feel this way for your entire
appointment!

The benefits of using NuCalm include:
●

·

You will be in a state of deep
relaxation for the entire procedure

●

·

Your body will be more
receptive to treatment (natural
resistance mechanisms are dulled)

●

·

Your motor responses will be
dulled - minimizing risk to you and
your dentist or hygienist during the
procedure

●

·

You will be conscious and
able to respond to voice commands
during the procedure

●

·

Your post-treatment
experience will be a feeling of
rejuvenation and relief (NuCalm
helps your brain achieve cellular
homeostasis which provides a
neuromuscular release of bodily
tension)

●

·

Is less intrusive than sedation
techniques - does not chemically
compromise your central nervous
system or cognitively impair your
mind

●

·

You can come and go on
your own (there are no side effects,
no recovery time or supervision
required, and no impairments)

●

·

Promotes better treatment
because you are relaxed and still
(reduced startle responses, salivary
flow, and gag reflexes)

NuCalm Benefits
You will benefit from your NuCalm
appointment by receiving a spa-like
treatment for your mind and body, but
you will also benefit from better
treatment because we can now
concentrate exclusively on your care
and comfort

NuCalm Testimonials
What Patients Are Saying About
NuCalm
“I feel completely relaxed. If it worked
on me it will work on anyone.” - Gerry
“I have a euphoric sense. I forgot a
dental procedure was being done.” Jackie
“I am always a big chicken in the
chair. Now I feel like I can have
treatment with NuCalm!” - Jennifer

